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Three-particle complexes consisting of two holes in the completely filled zero electron Landau
level and an excited electron in the unoccupied first Landau level are investigated in a quantum
Hall insulator. The distinctive features of these three-particle complexes are an electron-hole mass
symmetry and the small energy gap of the quantum Hall insulator itself. Theoretical calculations
of the trion energy spectrum in a quantizing magnetic field predict that, besides the ground state,
trions feature a hierarchy of excited bound states. In agreement with the theoretical simulations, we
observe new photoluminescence lines related to the excited trion states. A relatively small energy
gap allows the binding of three-particle complexes with magnetoplasma oscillations and formation
of plasmarons. The plasmaron properties are investigated experimentally.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Trions are coupled three-particle electron-hole states.
Their existence in bulk semiconductors was predicted as
far back as 1958 by Lampert1. The plasmaron, which
is a particular trion case, can be represented as a bound
state of a two-particle plasmon and a hole or an electron2.
Here, the “plasma” component of the plasmaron en-
ergy can exceed the trion binding energy. In litera-
ture, there are reports on experimental observations of
three-particle trions and plasmarons3,4. The first rec-
ognized observation of a plasmaron in a two-dimensional
(2D) system (graphene near the Dirac point) using angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) was re-
ported recently5.
Later on, the scientific community paid much atten-
tion to the magnetic-field dependencies of optical absorp-
tion, reflection, and photoluminescence (PL) spectra of
undoped 2D semiconductor heterostructures with quan-
tum wells (QWs). Extra luminescence lines appearing
under the Mott transition conditions were attributed to
the trion consisting of a photoexcited exciton and a resid-
ual electron that enters the quantum well from the donor
impurities in the heterostructure barrier6,7. However, ac-
cording to results of theoretical study8 devoted to three-
particle states in 2D systems, in a trion single-photon
optical transitions are symmetry-forbidden. This intro-
duces doubts regarding the soundness of the interpreta-
tion of the experimental results. The issue was addressed
by performing a series of experimental studies on QWs
with intentional donor doping at various distances from
the quantum well center. The lines of the so-called trions
were shown to be the lines of localized four-particle D0X
complexes. These complexes are composed of a charged
impurity in the quantum well barrier with an electron in
QW bound to it (D0 complex) and a photoexcited ex-
citon bound to a D0 complex
9. The proponents of the
trion origin of extra lines based their counter-arguments
on the fact that impurities in heterostructure barriers
should be arranged randomly at an arbitrary distance
from the quantum well. Therefore, a wide photolumines-
cence band that corresponds to all possible positions of
barrier-ionized impurities should be observed, instead of
a narrow line detected in the experiment. This argument
was refuted in a different study, which did not explore
four-particle D0X complexes, but investigated their fore-
runners instead, i.e., D0 complexes, using the inelastic
light-scattering technique. It appeared that in all of the
quantum wells being considered, the unintentional im-
purities were not randomly arranged, but were placed in
strict locations (in most cases, on the quantum well inter-
face), which can be explained by the impurity-diffusion
processes during heterostructure growth10. Thus, the is-
sue of observing translation-invariant (free) trions in the
optical spectra of 2D systems was taken off.
The next step in the investigation of three-particle
complexes was made in our recent works, where we de-
veloped new methods of forming dense magnetoexciton
ensembles in 2D electron systems placed in a quantizing
magnetic field B11,12. Under the conditions of Hall insu-
lator with integer filling of Landau level, ν = 2, magne-
toexcitons are two-particle electron-hole states composed
of a Fermi hole (electron vacancy in a conduction band)
in the filled zero electron Landau level and an excited
electron in the empty first Landau level. There are two
types of magnetoexcitons: a spin singlet with a zero to-
tal spin, and a spin triplet with a spin that is equal to
one. In accordance with the Kohn theorem, the energy of
the spin-singlet magnetoexciton with a zero momentum
is equal to the cyclotron gap13. The spin-triplet magne-
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2toexciton energy appears to be less than the cyclotron
energy by the value of the Coulomb interaction energy,
which is determined by the electron correlations14.
In contrast to the spin-singlet exciton, the spin-triplet
magnetoexciton is not optically active (“dark” magne-
toexciton). However, a nonequilibrium ensemble of dark
triplet magnetoexcitons can be created by the optical ex-
citation of the electrons from the valence band to high-
energy states of conduction band11. The main channel of
changing the spin of the electron system is the valence-
band heavy hole (Hh) spin-flip processes owing to the
strong spin-orbit interaction in the GaAs valence band.
Being excited to a higher Landau level (> 1), the hole re-
laxes to the zero Hh-Landau level changing repeatedly its
spin during relaxation. As the photoexcited Hh is further
transformed into a Fermi hole by recombination of the
conduction band electron with the photoexcited valence-
band hole, the electron system changes its spin. Since the
relaxation of spin-triplet magnetoexcitons to the ground
state via the cyclotron photon emission, which is accom-
panied by the simultaneous change of the orbit and spin
quantum numbers, is forbidden, the triplet magnetoex-
citon lifetime becomes extremely long. The complemen-
tary factor that extends the triplet magnetoexciton life-
time is that the energy minimum in the magnetoexciton
dispersion is not at the zero momentum, q = 0, but at
the momentum of the order of 1/lB
15 (here lB =
√
~c
eB
is the magnetic length). Then, it becomes challenging
to violate both the momentum and the spin conserva-
tion in all possible scattering processes that involve the
relaxation of spin-triplet magnetoexcitons to the ground
state. As a consequence, the relaxation time reaches very
large values, up to 1 ms12. Considering that spin magne-
toexciton lifetime is 107 times larger than photoexcited
hole recombination time (in the system in question the
recombination times are about 100 ps), photoexcitation
could enable us to achieve a high density of nonequilib-
rium spin-triplet magnetoexcitons NX (of the order of
1010 cm−2).
In the presence of a nonequilibrium triplet magnetoex-
citon ensemble, the trion and plasmaron physics is uni-
fied within a single physical object, namely, the coupled
state of Fermi hole and magnetoexciton16. Moreover,
there are no symmetry restrictions on the observation
of free (translation-invariant) three-particle complexes in
photoluminescence spectra. A single photoexcited hole
in the valence band is coupled to a magnetoexciton in
the conduction band. Then, within the single-photon re-
combination process, it passes from the valence band to
the Fermi hole state in the zero electron Landau level of
the conduction band. The process can proceed with no
change in the internal degrees of freedom of the three-
particle complex. The final state of the recombination
process is either a plasmaron in σ− polarization or a trion
in σ+ polarization, as shown in the diagrams of Figure 1.
The difference in the properties of trions in two polar-
izations is owing to the fact that in σ− polarization, the
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FIG. 1. Schemes of single-particle and intra-trion recombina-
tion transitions in two emission polarizations, σ− and σ+, and
examples of PL spectra of the sample with electron concen-
tration ne = 2 ·1011 cm−2 in the presence of a nonequilibrium
ensemble of long-lived magnetoexcitons. (a) Bath tempera-
ture T = 1.5 K (practically no triplet magnetoexcitons in the
electron system). (b) T = 0.6 K; the concentration of triplet
magnetoexcitons NX < 0.01Nφ, the number of states in one
electron spin Landau sublevel. (c) T = 0.6 K; NX ≈ 0.1Nφ;
here the lines of three-particle complexes, plasmarons (Pln)
and trions (T), are dominant in the spectrum. The inset
shows polarized PL spectra for the case (c).
spin quantum number of one of the Fermi holes coincides
with that of the excited electron. The latter can occupy
the Fermi hole state, transferring its excess energy to
another electron-Fermi-hole pair, which is nothing but
magnetoplasma oscillations in the presence of an extra
Fermi hole. It should be noted that in contrast to the
zero magnetic field case, where translations of the exci-
ton, trion, and plasmaron centers of mass are described
by the same quantum number (momentum), and where
dependence of kinetic energy on momentum is continu-
ous, in the presence of a magnetic field the situation is
fundamentally different. The energy of magnetoexcitons
that are neutral particles also has a continuous depen-
dence on the generalized momentum. In contrast, the
spectra of plasmaron and trion as charged quasiparticles
are discrete.
3The key point of three-particle states composed of
conduction-band electrons and Fermi holes is that elec-
tron and hole masses are the same (mass symmetry).
This is a rare phenomenon because electron and hole
masses in semiconductors are usually different, and trion
physics is treated similar to the physics of positive he-
lium and negative hydrogen ions. The proposed system
is much closer to positronium ion physics. This opens
up a unique opportunity for direct experimental investi-
gations of the novel hierarchy of bound energy states in
a semiconductor object that is equivalent to a positive
positronium ion in quantizing magnetic fields whose mo-
tion in one spatial direction is restricted by the external
potential17. Such an object is hardly realizable in stan-
dard conditions owing to a lack of positronium ions and
to their short lifetimes18,19. However, such objects can
play a significant role in cosmological models20.
Because excited electrons (first Landau level) and
Fermi holes (zero Landau level) are described by a p-
type and an s-type wave function, respectively, electron-
hole symmetry is not complete. It is interesting to note
that the intra Landau level energy spectrum for three-
particle complexes with incomplete electron-hole symme-
try is not exhausted by the ground state. Under cer-
tain conditions, the spectrum is a hierarchy of bound ex-
cited states classified by a set of inner quantum numbers
of trions. This hierarchy has nothing in common with
any of the known spectral series, and the energy depen-
dence of bound states does not follow any simple func-
tional law21. This is particularly remarkable considering
that a trion consisting of three symmetrical s-electrons
and holes (complete electron-hole symmetry) has exactly
one bound ground state (spin-triplet in paired particles
forming a trion)22,23. Neither bound excited states nor
a plasmaron-type state occur in this case. In the same
way, if the s-type wave function of one of the paired trion
particles is replaced by a p-type wave function, and the
unpaired particle is left with an s-type wave function, the
trion will have exactly one bound ground state (again,
spin-triplet in paired particles)21. However, if the wave
function of the unpaired trion particle is changed from
the s-type to the p-type, and if both wave functions of
paired particles are s-type, as is in our experimental case,
then theoretical calculations yield a hierarchy of bound
excited states. Most of them have a low binding en-
ergy, which makes it practically impossible to distinguish
bound states from states of a continuum consisting of a
magnetoexciton and a single Fermi hole. However, there
is a small number of experimentally observable strongly
bound excited states of trions (Figure 2).
In the work presented here, we continue experimental
research into 2D three-particle complexes in a quantized
magnetic field, and we report the observation of new lines
in the photoluminescence spectra of a 2D electron system
in the presence of a magnetoexciton ensemble. Such lines
are observed simultaneously with trion lines in structures
with high electron mobility. The lines exhibit energy ex-
ceeding that of the main optical transition in the trion,
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FIG. 2. PL spectrum of the sample with ne = 3.6 ·1011 cm−2
in the presence of a nonequilibrium ensemble of long-lived
magnetoexcitons. Besides the line of single-particle transi-
tions from the valence band of heavy holes to the conduction
band, the spectrum reveals an intra-trion transition line and a
doublet of unknown lines. The upper inset shows a theoretical
spectrum of three-particle states in σ+ polarization calculated
for the sample in question. The lower inset presents a magni-
fied spectrum of three-particle states in the region of strongly
coupled trion states. There is a small number of strongly
coupled trion states with a binding energy around 1.5 meV.
Weakly bound excited trion states pass to a continuum of un-
bound magnetoexciton and Fermi hole states. The inset also
demonstrates possible transitions with ∆Mz = 0.
and lie in the energy region where there are no single-
particle optical transistions. We provide evidence to sup-
port the fact that the new trion lines enter the range
of optical transition from the excited trion states. Us-
ing original experimental techniques, we consider a plas-
maron excitation spectrum, and show that there exists
not a single plasmaron excitation, but an entire band of
three-particle plasma excitations whose quantum num-
bers depend on the initial generalized momentum of the
magnetoexciton forming the plasmaron. Therefore, one
of the most unexpected results of the present work is the
observation of the generalized momentum transfer from a
neutral two-particle complex to a charged three-particle
4complex in the quantizing magnetic field, as well as ev-
idence of the fact that there exists a band of plasmaron
excitations whose energy values depend on the value of
the transferred generalized momentum.
II. EXPERIMENT
High quality heterostructures with symmetrically
doped GaAs/AlGaAs single quantum well were used to
create nonequilibrium triplet magnetoexcitons and study
PL spectra in the presence of a dense magnetoexciton
ensemble. The electron concentration in the 2D chan-
nel ne did not exceed 3.6 · 1011 cm−2, the dark mobility
µe > 8 · 106 cm2/V·s. The QW widths varied within 30-
35 nm. Narrower QWs (20 - 25 nm) did not ensure elec-
tron mobility required for studies of three-particle com-
plexes, and wider QWs (40 nm) did not provide required
disequilibrium (relaxation time of nonequilibrium mag-
netoexcitons falls with increasing QW width owing to
the flattening of the Coulomb minimum in the dispersion
curve15). The QW width optimum required for creat-
ing a nonequilibrium magnetoexciton ensemble at ν = 2
is reached within 25 ÷ 35 nm. The relaxation time of
nonequilibrium magnetoexcitons at other integer filling
factors appears to be shorter. So, for now it turns out to
be impossible to create quasi-stationary nonequilibrium
systems with magnetoexciton concentration NX ∼ 1010
cm−2 at integer filling factors other than ν = 2.
The samples were placed inside a pumped insert with
liquid 3He which in turn was put into a 4He cryostat
with a superconducting solenoid. Optical measurements
were made at bath temperature T down to 0.45 K using
the double light fiber technique. One fiber was used for
photoexcitation, the other for collecting emission from
the sample and passing the PL signal onto the slit of a
grating spectrometer equipped with a cooled CCD cam-
era. A tunable TiSp-laser was used as an optical source
for excitation of the electron system and creating a mag-
netoexciton ensemble. To measure spectra with speci-
fied circular polarization, λ/4 plate and linear polarizer
retaining their polarization properties at liquid-helium
temperature were placed between the sample and col-
lecting light fiber. The sign of circular polarization was
changed on the opposite one by reversing the direction
of magnetic field.
The study of plasmarons was based on measurements
of spatially resolved PL spectra. Samples were placed in
liquid 3He inside a pumped insert equipped with an opti-
cal window for light input/output which in turn was put
in a 4He-cryostat with a superconducting solenoid. The
excitation source of the electron system was a tunable
laser, its beam split into two: pump and probe beams.
Using a lens system inside the 3He-insert, the laser beams
were focused on the sample surface into two spatially sep-
arated round spots of 20 µm diameter each. The distance
between the pump and probe spot centers was 200 µm.
The pump beam power varied within two orders of mag-
nitude: from 2 µW to 200 µW, while the probe beam
power was kept constant and equal to 3 µW.
III. TRIONS
Next, we consider optical transitions of photoexcited
holes from the valence band to the conduction band of
the electron system in quantum well GaAs/AlGaAs in
the presence of triplet magnetoexcitons. In a quantum
Hall insulator at ν = 2, a photoexcited hole may occur
in magnetoexciton-free space. Such a situation is eas-
ily realizable at temperatures above 1.5 K when practi-
cally all magnetoexcitons are “ionized” (relaxed to the
ground state by the resonant conversion of the magne-
toexciton into a magnetoplasmon and recombination of
the latter)16. In this case, the recombination process in-
volving the photoexcited hole becomes essentially single-
particle recombination. The photoexcited hole in the va-
lence band of the zero Hh-Landau level transforms into
a single Fermi hole in the zero electron Landau level of
the conduction band (Figure 1).
In the opposite case of a dense magnetoexciton ensem-
ble with exciton density of the order of 0.1 of the electron
states in the single-spin Landau level, NX ≈ 0.1Nφ, there
remain practically no magnetoexciton-free sites. There-
fore, the lines of three-particle complexes, trions and
plasmarons, become dominant in the recombination spec-
tra (Figure 1). The occurrence of major three-particle
lines in the PL spectrum is accompanied by weaker ex-
tra lines (Figure 2) with optical transition energy values
that are higher than the single-particle transition energy
of photoexcited heavy holes in the zero Hh-Landau level.
In addition, they are lower than the single-particle tran-
sition energy of photoexcited light holes (Lh) in the zero
Lh-Landau level. The intensity of the new PL lines is ap-
preciably higher than that of the lines of single-particle
transitions from the zero Lh-Landau level. Thus, the new
lines are related to transitions from the states occurring
in the forbidden gap for single-particle electron-hole tran-
sitions.
Then, the polarization properties of the new lines were
investigated. The lines are observed in σ+ polarization,
where trion optical transitions should be observed (Fig-
ure 3); however, their energy is significantly greater than
that of the major optical transition for trions. To de-
termine whether the new lines fall into the region of the
feasible optical transitions from the excited trion states,
the trion energy spectrum was calculated considering the
real potential profile limiting electron motion in the QW
growth direction.
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FIG. 3. PL spectra measured in two polarizations, σ−
(blue) and σ+ (red), for the samples with concentration
ne = 3.6 · 1011 cm−2 (top) and ne = 2 · 1011 cm−2 (bottom).
Besides the lines of single-particle transitions from the valence
bands of Hh and Lh, both cases reveal an intra-trion transi-
tion line (T) and lines of an unknown spectral doublet. The
figure also shows the calculated spectrum of strongly bound
trion states with ∆Mz = 0 plotted from the line of the main
intra-trion transition (black dots). For each transition, the
projection of the total momentum Mz of the initial state is
shown (right axis). The dark crosshatch indicates the energy
range occupied by weakly bound trion states.
The problem of a charged-particle system in a mag-
netic field B was considered in the work24. The exis-
tence of a motion integral analogous to the total momen-
tum for the case of B = 0 was established. The motion
of a neutral two-particle system was separated on the
center-of-mass motion and the internal motion around
the center of mass25,26. Although in the general case
of three interacting particles, the complete separation of
internal and external degrees of freedom is impossible,
their partial separation became possible in the case of
equal cyclotron masses of all the particles21. We used the
method proposed by A. Dzyubenko to calculate the trion
excited states. It would be more convenient to work in
the basis generated by relevant creation operators rather
than in the coordinate representation. We consider the
single-particle Hamiltonian for a 2D charged particle in
an external magnetic field B = (0, 0, B), which is per-
pendicular to a 2D system.
H = Πˆ
2
2m
, (1)
where Πˆ = −i~∇− eA(r) is the particle momentum. In
the cylindrical calibration, A = 12B×r. We take creation
and annihilation operators as well as related basis wave
functions in the form
A†e(r) =
1√
2
(
z
2lB
− 2lB ∂
∂z∗
)
, (2)
B†e(r) =
1√
2
(
z∗
2lB
− 2lB ∂
∂z
)
, (3)
where z = x + iy is the complex plane coordinate. In-
troducing the cyclotron frequency wc =
eB
mc , we write the
Hamiltonian in the form
H = ~wcA†eAe. (4)
It should be noted that the Hamiltonian has this form for
a negatively charged particle. For a positively charged
particle, the difference is with respect to the substitution
of Ae for Be. This can be easily verified without the need
to perform calculations: the sign reversal of the particle
is equivalent to the sign reversal of the magnetic field. In
turn, the rotation of the magnetic-field axis implies the
reversal of all rotations, i.e., the conjugation of complex
coordinate z. It only remains to be noted that oper-
ators A†e and B
†
e differ exactly by the complex conjuga-
tion. Therefore, we changed the definition of the creation
and annihilation operators for negatively charged parti-
cles A†h = B
†
e and B
†
h = A
†
e. In the situation of interest,
there are two Fermi holes and one electron. Hence, the
three-particle Hamiltonian takes the form
H =
∑
i=1,2
H0h(ri)+H0e(re)+
∑
i=1,2
Ueh(ri−re)+Uhh(r1−r2)
(5)
6The creation operator associated with the exact sym- metry of the Hamiltonian, namely the magnetic transla-
tion, may be written as (6).
B˜† = B†h(r1) +B
†
h(r2)−Be(re) =
1√
2
[
z1 + z2 − ze
2lB
− 2lB
(
∂
∂z∗1
+
∂
∂z∗2
+
∂
∂z∗e
)]
(6)
This operator commutes with the free part of the Hamil-
tonian as it is dependent only on operators A, and it
also commutes with all paired interactions that are de-
pendent only on the particle coordinate difference. For
computational convenience, let us substitute variables
{r1, r2, re} → {r,R, re} , where r = (r1 − r2). Then
B˜† =
√
2B†h(R)−B†e(re). To directly introduce this ex-
act Hamiltonian symmetry in our basis, we performed
a Bogoliubov transformation with a unitary operator
S˜ = exp(ΘL˜), where L˜ = B†h(R)B
†
e(re) − Bh(R)Be(re)
and cosh(Θ) =
√
2. After the transformation, the cre-
ation and annihilation operators take the form
B˜†h(R) =
√
2B†h(R)−B†e(re) (7)
B˜†e(re) =
√
2B†e((re))−B†h(R) (8)
A†h(r)
nrA†h(R)
nRA†e(re)
neB˜†h(R)
kB˜†e(re)
lB†h(r)
m
(nr!nR!ne!k!l!m!)1/2
|0˜〉 = |nrnRne; k˜lm〉 (9)
〈m˜2l20; 100|Hint|001; 0˜l1m1〉 ≡ 〈m2l2|Hint|l1m1〉 = 〈m2l20; 100|S†HintS|001; 0l1m1〉 (10)
Hint = Hhh +Heh =
e2√
2r
−
√
2e2
|ρ2 − r| −
√
2e2
|ρ1 − r| . (11)
Hence, we obtain a new basis (9), where |0˜〉 = S˜†|0〉.
In the new basis, allowance is made for the exact sym-
metry of the problem: the Hamiltonian is degenerate in
quantum number k, and allowance is also made for three
approximate symmetries in a strong magnetic field; that
is, to the first order of perturbation theory, the Hamil-
tonian is diagonal in terms of the number of original
Landau levels for particles (nr, nR, ne). The numeri-
cal diagonalization of the Hamiltonian by the two re-
maining quantum numbers is no longer of any particu-
lar complexity. However, it is necessary to calculate the
matrix elements of the interacting part of the Hamilto-
nian, which is not easily achieved by direct calculations.
To simplify the calculation, we performed another Bo-
goliubov transformation, which will enable the calcula-
tion of Coulomb interaction matrix elements in a com-
pletely analytical form. The second Bogoliubov trans-
formation is similar to the first, only for operators A†:
S = exp(ΘL), L = A†h(R)A
†
e(re) − Ah(R)Ae(re). The
consistent application of these transformations is equiv-
alent to a change of coordinates {r,R, re} → {r, ρ1, ρ2},
where ρ1 =
√
2R − rh and ρ2 =
√
2rh − R. Considering
the trion structure, we are interested in nr = 0, nR = 0,
ne = 1. The matrix elements for the interaction part
of the Hamiltonian take the form (10) with interaction
Hamiltonian (11). We obtain final expressions for matrix
elements (12, 13, 14).
〈l1m1|Uee(
√
2r)|l2m2〉 = δm1,m2δl1,l2
1
l2Bm!
∞∫
0
rdr
(
r√
2lB
)2m
exp
(
− r
2
2l2B
)
Uee(
√
2r) (12)
〈m2l2|Heh|l1m1〉 = 2
√
2U¯0m10l10m20l2 = δl1−m1,l2−m2U¯min(m1,m2),min(l1,l2)(|m1 −m2|) (13)
U¯mn(s) = E0
√
2
pi
√
m!n!
(m+ s)!(n+ s)s!
∞∫
0
dqf(q)2(1− 2x)e−3xxsLsm(x)Lsn(x) (14)
In the above formulas, E0 is the single-magnetoexciton binding energy in a δ-functional quantum well, f(q) is
7the geometric form factor related to the nonlocality of
the electron and Fermi-hole wave functions in the QW
growth direction, Lsm(x) is the generalized Laguerre poly-
nomial, and x = q2l2B/2. We chose a basis size for Hamil-
tonian diagonalization 602×602. With a further increase
in the number of basis functions the computational ac-
curacy increases slowly owing to the rapid oscillations of
the integrand in (14).
When calculating the energy spectrum, consideration
must be given to obtain the correct parity of trion wave
functions for singlet, Sh = 0, and triplet, Sh = 1, two-
hole states. It is also important that the total orbital
momentum of the trion, Mz = nr + nR − ne− k+ l−m,
is kept, which enables us to seek bound trion states over
sectors with fixed values of Mz. The dipole-allowed tran-
sitions for the trion inside the conduction band are those
with ∆Mz = ±1. However, optical transitions of the pho-
toexcited hole from the valence band to the conduction
band require the conservation of the orbital momentum
∆Mz = 0. It is also assumed that during optical transi-
tion, the magnetic trion translation vector and spins of
magnetoexciton electron and hole are kept constant. It
appears that even considering the chosen assumptions,
the spectrum of three-particle states exhibits multiple
bound states that correspond to the same Mz (Figure 2).
The energy difference between the nearest bound states
with equal principal quantum numbers of trions falls in
the energy range separating basic dipole-allowed trion
transitions and new PL lines (Figure 3). Thus, it is es-
tablished that the new lines in the PL spectra of the
2D electron system in the presence of a dense ensemble
of nonequilibrium long-lived triplet magnetoexcitons are
associated with the complex intrinsic motion of a trion.
The calculations show that the maximum number of lines
that can be seen in the PL spectra does not exceed four.
To date, the reason for the violation of internal trion
symmetry during the transformation of a photoexcited
valence-band hole to a Fermi hole is unknown, and it
is therefore difficult to predict the lines that should be
either more or less active in the PL spectra. Accord-
ingly, it is not known which of the feasible transitions
with ∆Mz = 0 are associated with the observed spectral
lines. This may be determined by further clarifying the
theory of three-particle states in a quantizing magnetic
field in the presence of a random potential.
IV. PLASMARONS
The investigation of plasmarons is a far more com-
plex problem than the previous one, which is due to the
absence of an available theoretical description of three-
particle complexes interacting with magnetoplasma os-
cillations in a 2D electron system27. Therefore, in this
section, we focus on experimental results that explain
peculiarities of plasmaron physics. It will be shown that
there exist not just one plasmaron with fixed energy, but
an entire band of plasmaron excitations. The difference
between plasmarons is related to the initial generalized
momentum of the triplet magnetoexciton forming the
plasmaron.
As distinct from trions, plasmarons are more fragile
formations with binding energy lower than that of the
trion, as evidenced from the temperature dependence of
plasmaron and trion line intensities and the intensities
of corresponding single-particle lines (Figure 4). The in-
tensities of both trion and plasmaron lines decrease with
increasing temperature. The trion-line intensity follows
the temperature dependence of the triplet magnetoex-
citon number that was obtained for the sample under
study12. Thus, the temperature dependence of the trion
line intensity does not reflect the binding energy of the
trion itself, but demonstrates the reduction of the magne-
toexciton density only. This confirms the calculations of
the previous section, which show that the trion binding
energy (1.5 meV) is significantly higher than the activa-
tion gap for the “ionization” of triplet magnetoexcitons.
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FIG. 4. The temperature dependence of PL spectra (bottom)
in the sample with concentration ne = 2 ·1011 cm−2. The top
graph shows ratios of integral intensities of three-particle and
single-particle transitions. The solid line represents the reduc-
tion of the magnetoexciton density as a function of tempera-
ture obtained by the best approximation of the experimental
data of [12].
As for the plasmaron line intensity, it falls more rapidly
with increasing temperature, and at 1 K, there are practi-
8cally no plasmarons left in the electron system. Assuming
that the plasmaron binding energy is substantially lower
than the magnetoplasma oscillation energy, this energy
can be omitted for the plasmaron description, and the
third charge (Fermi hole) is considered almost free. Its
role is significant for magnetoexciton-magnetoplasmon
momentum transfer (for the generalized momentum con-
servation), but after the formation of a magnetoplasmon,
the effect of the Fermi hole motion on magnetoplasma
oscillations can be omitted. Accordingly, the number of
different plasmarons will be the same as the number of
possible states of triplet magnetoexcitons with different
momenta, whereas the maximum number of plasmarons
should possess energy values that correspond to that of
magnetoplasma oscillations at the generalized momen-
tum matching the minimum of the dispersion for triplet
magnetoexcitons.
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FIG. 5. Effect of photoexcitation power P on PL spectra
(ne = 2 · 1011 cm−2). (top) Scheme of experiment. (bottom)
Series of PL spectra in the pump spot (left) and in the probe
spot (right). The graph in top panel shows the difference of
the PL spectra registered in the probe spot at P = 200 µW
and P = 0. The single-particle transition lines are reduced
dramatically, while the lines of trion and plasmaron (with the
energy corresponding to the minimum in the dispersion curve
of triplet magnetoexciton, q ∼ 1/lB) are increased. However,
in the pump spot the spectral share increases of plasmarons
with all other energies due to the escape from the excitation
region of magnetoexcitons with q ∼ 1/lB .
To verify the above assumption, we performed an ex-
periment on triplet magnetoexciton transport at macro-
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FIG. 6. Assumed momentum distribution (top left) of mag-
netoplasmons (plasmarons) as a function of the pump power
obtained from the pump-spot PL spectra in σ− polarization
after subtraction of single-particle peak. Dispersion depen-
dences (top right) of triplet magnetoexciton and magnetoplas-
mon of the sample in question, calculated in the first order of
perturbation theory considering the confining potential pro-
file in the growth direction for the QW (red and black lines).
The blue line shows the expected dispersion dependence of
the magnetoplasmon accounting for the Coulomb influence of
the extra Fermi hole on the plasmaron energy discovered in
[16]. Effect of both excitation power and temperature on the
PL spectra in the pump spot (bottom).
scopic distances. A dense ensemble of triplet magnetoex-
citons was created in a pump spot. The transport of
magnetoexcitons from the pump spot was monitored by
the measurement of PL spectra in a probe spot spaced
200-µm apart from the pump spot. The power of pho-
toexcitation (background number of triplet magnetoex-
citons in quasi-equilibrium conditions) in the probe spot
remained constant, whereas the photoexcitation power
in the pump spot changed by two orders of magnitude.
At a weak excitation level in the pump spot (less than
6 µW), the form of the PL spectrum in the probe spot
does not change, which suggests that the triplet magne-
toexciton ensemble in the pump spot does not affect the
electron states in the probe spot. As the pump power
exceeds some threshold value that is generally related to
9the formation of “magnetofermionic condensate” in the
triplet magnetoexciton ensemble12, the probe spot ex-
hibits a change in the PL signal (Figure 5). This means
that magnetoexcitons start to arrive at the probe spot
from a distance of 200 µm. Recently, we have reported
on visualization of spin-triplet magnetoexciton spread-
ing over macroscopic distances using technique of photo-
induced resonant reflection28. We suppose that the max-
imal observed magnetoexciton propagation distance (≥
200 µm) is limited then and now by the optical aperture
of our experimental setup. Here, the optical transitions
with participation of three-particle complexes play role
of “signal labels” for appearance of pump-spot triplet
magnetoexcitons in the probe spot. Considering the dif-
ference between the PL spectra in the probe spot in the
presence and absence of excitation in the pump spot, we
can obtain the pump-induced PL signal. The PL signal
induced by the spatially separated pump consists of a
positive signal from three-particle complexes, trions and
plasmarons, and a negative signal from single-particle
transitions. In particular, a large enhancement in the sig-
nal of plasmarons with the energy corresponding to the
minimum in the dispersion dependence of triplet magne-
toexcitons, q ∼ 1/lB , is observed (Figure 5).
Since the integrated luminosity remains unchanged,
the escape from the pump spot of magnetoexcitons with
minimum possible energy (which corresponds to mag-
netoplasmon (plasmaron) energies with the generalized
momentum ∼ 1/lB) should increase the luminosity of
plasmarons with other energies. This is verified by mea-
suring the PL spectra in the pump spot. To reduce the
contribution of trion lines, which are out of use at the in-
vestigation of plasmarons, the spectra were measured in
σ− polarization with a small portion of σ+ polarization
in order to control the trion line energy. Besides, the PL
line of single-particle transitions in σ− polarization was
approximated by a Gaussian curve and subtracted from
the PL spectra. This procedure enables the visualization
of magnetoplasmon, and correspondingly, the plasmaron
distribution in the allowed states defined by the triplet
magnetoexciton dispersion (Figure 6). Under the condi-
tions of the escape of triplet magnetoexcitons with min-
imal energy from the pump spot, the energy of observed
plasmaron excitations is shifted to the violet side and
forms a practically continuous band right up to the line of
single-particle optical transitions (Figure 6). Moreover,
additional high-energy plasma oscillations appear, which
are likely to be associated with magnetoplasma modes
filling the tail of dispersion curves with qlB > 2. Note
that the change of the magnetoexciton distribution in the
pump spot is not due to the overheating of the electron
system under the pump, which is directly demonstrated
by the temperature dependence of the intensity of the
plasmaron PL at a fixed pump power (Figure 6).
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we present the key results of this study.
Further studies have been made to determine the prop-
erties of three-particle complexes discovered in [16]. It
is experimentally shown that the PL spectrum of the
2D system in the quantum Hall insulator reveals new
lines linked to the formation of a nonequilibrium triplet
magnetoexciton ensemble. The spectrum of bound three-
particle states formed by two Fermi holes and a photoex-
cited electron was theoretically calculated. It was found
that at the same orbital quantum number of a trion,
there exist not one but several excited bound states dis-
tinguished by additional quantum numbers of intrinsic
motion of the particles that form the trion. This enables
optical transitions from the valence band to the conduc-
tion band with an unchanged orbital quantum number,
but different energies. The energies of feasible optical
transitions fall within the energy range of new spectral
lines, which indicates their origins: optical transitions
with unchanged principal quantum numbers (vector of
magnetic translations, orbital quantum number, electron
and holes spins) and the violation of intrinsic quantum
numbers of trions related to the motion of an electron
and holes around the center of mass.
Experiments were performed on the spatial transfer of
the triplet magnetoexciton density at macroscopic dis-
tances, which showed that three-particle complexes in-
teracting with magnetoplasma oscillations in the electron
system form a continuous band of collective excitations.
The energy of the latter is determined by the initial gen-
eralized momentum of triplet magnetoexcitons that form
the plasmaron. The generalized momentum transfer from
a two-particle to three-particle complex in the magnetic
field can be explained by the low binding energy for the
plasmaron when compared to the magnetoplasma oscil-
lation energy and the participation of the extra Fermi
hole as a mediator of the transfer process. Such a pro-
cess would be impossible without the extra Fermi hole
because the spins of the electron and Fermi hole in the
spin-triplet magnetoexciton are different. Therefore, the
formation of plasmaron requires the delocalization of the
in-magnetoexciton Fermi hole and the incorporation of
another Fermi hole with a required spin into a magneto-
plasmon with the generalized momentum of the original
magnetoexciton.
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